Abstract. In this paper we propose a numerical scheme to solve the Kac model of the Boltzmann equation for multiscale rarefied gas dynamics. This scheme is uniformly stable with respect to the Knudsen number, consistent with the fluid-diffusion limit for small Knudsen numbers, and with the Kac equation in the kinetic regime. Our approach is based on the micro-macro decomposition which leads to an equivalent formulation of the Kac model that couples a kinetic equation with macroscopic ones. This method is validated with various test cases and compared to other standard methods.
Introduction
In this work, we extend a method developped in [3] in order to construct asymptotic preserving schemes (AP) for kinetic equations. The AP property means that the scheme is uniformly stable and accurate with respect to the Knudsen number. In particular, it is consistent with the fluid limit when the Knudsen number is small (see [10] , for instance).
There are different approaches to construct such schemes: generally, these methods are based on a splitting method which consists in solving the collision and the transport part separately. We refer for instance to the following recent papers [11, 9, 5, 22, 23, 13, 15, 17, 12, 10, 21, 16] .
Our strategy is different, since it consists in rewritting the kinetic equation as a coupled system of kinetic part and macroscopic one, by using the micro-macro decomposition of the distribution function. Indeed, this function is decomposed into its corresponding (Maxwellian) equilibrium distribution plus the deviation. By using a classical projection technique (like in the Chapmann-Enskog expansion), we obtain an evolution equation for the macroscopic parameters of the Maxwellian coupled to a kinetic equation for the nonequilibrium part. This idea has been used to design a numerical scheme that preserves both the compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes asymptotics for the Boltzmann equation of rarefied gas dynamics in [3] , and also to obtain asymptotic preserving schemes in the diffusion limit for linear kinetic equations [19] . Although our approach is rather general to apply to a very large class of collision operators, the numerical tests shown in our previous work were obtained with very simple models (the BGK model for [3] and the one group neutron transport equation for [19] ).
In this paper, our aim is to prove that our approach can be applied to more complex collision operators. Of course, the ultimate model would be the full Boltzmann equation. However, numerically solving the Boltzmann equation is known to be rather difficult (it is computationnaly expensive, and implementing any discretiation of the collision operator takes a lot of time). As a first step into this direction, we apply our approach to the Kac equation. This model is much simpler that the Boltzmann equation (it is one dimensional), but it has the same quadratic structure, while the models used in our previous works were only relaxation operators. The main consequence of this structure is that the linearized collision operator which is induced by the micro-macro decomposition is not diagonal. However, contrary to the Boltzmann equation, the natural fluid limit of the Kac model is a non linear diffusion equation.
The outline of this paper is the following. In section 2, we present the Kac model and derive its diffusion limit by using the classical Hilbert expansion. The micro-macro decomposition and the corresponding formulation of the Kac equation are presented in section 3. Our numerical scheme is presented in section 4. Finally, before a conclusion, the properties of our method are demonstrated with several numerical tests in section 5.
The Kac model and its properties 2.1 The non-homogeneous Kac equation
The non-homogeneous Kac equation (introduced in [14] , see also [20] ) is:
where f = f (t, x, v) is the distribution function which depends on time t ≥ 0, on the position of particles x ∈ R and on their velocity v ∈ R. The right-hand side models the collision between particles by the collisional operator Q, which is a bilinear functional acting only on the velocity dependence of the distribution function f . More precisely, it writes
Now, inserting expansion (9) in (8), we obtain
By identification of coefficients with the same powers of ε, we find the following equations:
Equation (11) is obviously satisfied. Now, noticing that v m ∂ x M 0 = 0, properties 4 and 5 above prove that a solution of (12) is
Finally, equation (13) has a solution f 2 if and only if the following solvability condition is satisfied:
By replacing f 1 by its expression given by (14) and using the conservation property of mass and energy satisfied by Q, the previous equation can be simply written as
This is a system of diffusion equations for ρ 0 and E 0 which is the diffusion limit of the Kac equation. By using classical algebra, the fluxes can be analytically computed to find the following explicit form of the diffusion limit (see details in [2] ):
3 The micro-macro decomposition of the Kac equation
The micro-macro decomposition
Let f be a solution of the Kac equation (8) . We decompose f as follows 
where ρ, u and E are the mass density, the kinetic mean velocity, and the energy of the distribution function f . Here, M(U) is the centered Maxwellian with the same mass and energy as f , that is to say mM(U) = U. Note that M(U) has not the same mean velocity as f in general, and is not defined as in (6) (we mean that the temperature of M(U) is not T ). Such Maxwellian will be denoted M = M(U) when no confusion is possible. Also note that M depends on ε and is not the limit of f when ε → 0. We now insert decomposition (17) into equation (8) to get
By using the bilinearity of Q and the fact that Q(M, M) = 0, we obtain
Therefore, equation (18) becomes
In order to obtain two evolution equations, one for the equilibrium part M and the other one for the deviation g, we now use a projection technique to separate M and g. More precisely, let consider the Hilbert space
and let Π M be the orthogonal projection operator in
To simplify the computations, we consider the orthogonal basis of Ker(L M )
Here,T is the temperature of the Maxwellian M. A simple calculation leads to the following expression of the projection of any function ϕ ∈ L 2 M :
The following proposition gives some elementary properties Π M (the proof is easy and is left to the reader):
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Proposition 3.1. Let M and g defined by decomposition (17) . Then, we have
Now, we apply the projection I − Π M to equation (19) . By using property 3.1, we obtain
Note that since (21) becomes
Now, by multiplying equation (19) by the vector of collisional invariants m and then integrating with respect to velocity variable, we find
Equations (22) and (23) are the micro-macro formulation of the Kac equation (8) that we want to use to desing our AP scheme. The following proposition shows that this formulation is indeed equivalent to the Kac equation (see the proof in appendix A). (f − M(U)) is a solution of the coupled system (22)- (23) with the associated initial data U(t = 0) = mf 0 and g(t = 0) =
Remark 3.1. The procedure described above is more or less the classical Chapman-Enskog expansion. While this expansion can be developped in many very different ways, the advantage of our rather mathematical procedure (close to the one detailed in [1] ) is very well adapted to numerics, at is will bee seen in section 4.
Diffusion limit
Here, we rapidly show that the micro-macro formulation (22)- (23) of the Kac equation allows to obtain very easily the diffusion limit (16) as ε goes to 0, without using the Hilbert expansion. Indeed, equation (22) gives
. By replacing this expression in (23), we find
At the limit ε tends to 0, one then get the system of diffusion equations
which leads, by setting U 0 = (ρ 0 , 4 Numerical approximation of the micro-macro formulation
For clarity, we separately detail in this section the time, space, and velocity discretizations.
Implicit time discretization
Here, we start by constructing a time discretization of the coupled system (22)- (23) . For this, let ∆t be a fixed time step and t n = n∆t, n ∈ N a discrete time. We then denote by (U n ) n and (g n ) n two sequences that approximate U and g respectively, that is:
The idea of discretization is the same used in [3] for the Boltzmann-BGK equation. In the kinetic part which is an evolution equation on g, the main difficulty is that the term ε −2 L M g becomes stiff when ε → 0. To remove this stiffness, we take an implicit time discretization of this term while all other quantities, even v∂ x M which is considered only as a source term, are kept explicit. We obtain
Now, in the macroscopic part (23), the non-equilibrium flux ∂ x vmg is approximated by ∂ x vmg n+1 . This allows us to obtain diffusion terms that are evaluated at t n instead of t n−1 . Then we obtain
Finally, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. The time discretization (24)- (25) gives at the limit ε → 0 a numerical scheme which is consistent with diffusion equations (16).
Proof. Formally, g n+1 can be determined from relation (24) as
is a negative self-adjoint operator, hence invertible for every time step ∆t, independtly of ε. By a simple expansion in ε, we get
Now, we proceed exactly as in the continuous case (see section 3.2): the previous expression is inserted in (25) to obtain the following time discrete numerical scheme:
This scheme is clearly consistent with (15)-which is nothing but system (16)-when ε goes to 0.
Space discretization
In this section, we give a space discretization of the discrete scheme (24)- (25) such that it gives a consistent fully discrete approximation of the diffusion limit when ε goes to 0. The idea consists in using two staggered spatial grids defined by x i = i∆x and x i+ 1 2
)∆x, where ∆x is a fixed spatial step. The non-equilibrium equation (24) is discretized at points x i+ 1 2 , while the macroscopic equation (25) is discretized at points x i . Let us consider the approximations U n i ≈ U(t n , x i ), and g n i+
, v). Now, to insure that the discretization of the non-equilibrium equation is stable in kinetic regimes (that is to say for ε of the order of 1), where convection is dominating, the term (I − Π M )(v∂ x g n ) is discretized by a simple first order upwind scheme. On the other hand, the terms v∂ x M n (in (24)) and ∂ x vmg n+1 (in (25)) give the diffusive terms at the limit ε → 0 in (25): consequently, they are discretized by using central differences. Finally, we obtain the following scheme:
where
and the projection Π n i+ 1 2 are defined by
The following proposition states that our scheme has the expected property. Proposition 4.2. Let consider the following numerical scheme (27)-(28) for Kac equation (8) . At the limit ε → 0 we obtain the following numerical scheme:
which is a consistent approximation of the diffusion system (16) . Moreover, the approximation of the diffusion term is second order in space.
Proof. The proof follows the same lines as in the continuous and the time semi-discrete cases (see the proof of proposition 4.1): from (27), we get
Using this expression in (28) and then passing to the limit directly gives (29). The second order accuracy can be easily checked by a classical Taylor expansion w.r.t x for small ∆x.
Velocity discretization
In this section, we give a very simple velocity discretization of the time and space discrete scheme (27)-(28). The only difficulty is to correctly discretize the collision operator. First, we propose a reduced formulation of this operator to reduce its complexity (the proof of the following result is given in appendix B). Proposition 4.3. The Kac collision operator (2) can be written as
Then we propose a discretization based on standard quadrature and interpolation formula. First, the velocity space is truncated to the interval [v min , v max ] where v min = −v max . Let us consider a discretization of this space velocity as
is a fixed uniform step. We denote by θ k = k∆θ, k = 0, · · · , Nt a discretization of the interval [0,
[ where ∆θ = π 4N t is a fixed step. For given discrete pre-collisional velocities (v p , v q ), the velocities v p cos θ k ± v q sin θ k and v p sin θ k ± v q cos θ k do not usually belong to the space velocity [v min , v max ]. Thus, we introduce the sets of indexes of admissible angles associated to different couples of velocities (v p , v q ) as follows:
q , our idea consists in replacing each velocity by the closest point in the velocity grid. More precisely, let introduce the even function x ∈ R → Int(x) ∈ Z defined par the closest integer of x. Let f q and Q p be two approximations of f (v q ) and Q(f, f )(v q ), |q| = 1, · · · , N respectively. By writting
we obtain the following approximations
In the same way, we get
Finally, the complete discretization of the collision kac operator (in its reduced form (30)) is:
with
The velocity discretization of the linearized operator L M is obtained simply by linearizing the approximation of the Kac operator given by (31)
) is the polar form of the discrete collision operator Q p defined in(31)-(32).
Finally, our fully discrete scheme now reads:
where φ now stands for the quadrature formula . While solving such a full system might be an important issue for realistic collision operators, we simply used the standard LU factorization in our numerical tests.
Remark 4.1. Note that, in general, the velocity approximation (31)-(32) does not preserve the strong properties of the continuous collison operator: in particular, the conservation properties are only satisfied approximately up to ∆v. Another consequence is that, it is not garanteed that the matrix I − ∆t ε 2 L n i+ 1 2 is symetric positive, even not invertible. However, in all our numerical tests, this matrix is never singular.
Remark 4.2.
We have tried to construct a conservative approximation using the technique of Rogier and Schneider (see [24] ) that was proposed for the Boltzmann equation. This approach consists, for each angle of rotation θ k , in using only the velocities v k , v l such that the post-collisionnal velocities are nodes of the velocity grid. In other words, one have to select the intersection points of a cartesian grid with a circle. The formula we obtained is indeed conservative, but the number of velocities satisfying the previous property is very small in general. Consequently, the equilibrium states are defined by a very small number of constraints, and this approximation admits many parasit equilibrium states and then a wrong collision dynamics. This problem is due to the one-dimensional structure of the operator and is not observed for two-or three-dimensional operators like for Boltzmann. Another approach consists in using the Fourier transform (see [7] ), which allows to obtain an expression that conserves the mass (but not the energy), that has a spectral accuracy, with a computational cost of n log n instead of n 2 . However, since, in this work, our only goal is to illustrate our approach in a different context from that developped in [3] , we did not tried to find an "optimal" velocity discretization: taking a large number of discrete velocities and angles make the scheme almost conservative. Of course, this might be really necessary with more complex and more realistic collisional operator, like the Boltzmann one, but we suggest below a simple "trick" that could fix the conservation problem when using the micro-macro decomposition.
For the micro-macro decomposition, the lack of conservation properties means that the mass and energy of g n i+ 1 2 are not exactly zero at every time step, and for every node x i . However, our scheme can be slightly modified as follows: while in the continuous case (I − Π)Q = Q and (I − Π)L M = L M , this is not true in our discrete approximation. Then, let the projection (I − Π) be applied to these collision operators to get the modified scheme (which is of course still a consistent approximation):
By construction, the moments of g n i+ 
Numerical results
In a first test, we validate the velocity discretization (31)-(32) of the collision operator. Then we present several numerical tests to confirm the properties of our micro-macro scheme (27)-(28): it is uniformly accurate with respect to ε, and it preserves the diffusion limit. For comparisons in the kinetic regime ε = O(1), we compare our scheme to the following standard time explicit Euler method combined with a first order upwind spatial discretization for the transport terms, applied to the original Kac equation (8):
This scheme cannot be AP in the diffusion regime, since it has the CFL constraint ∆t = O(ε 2 ). Moreover, the upwind discretisation of the term , wich requires ∆x ≪ ε when ε is small. Consequently, in the diffusion regime, we compare our scheme to the following simple first order in time and second order in space approximation of the diffusion limit (16): 1 ∆t
For clarity, we will refer to our asylmptotic preserving scheme (27)-(28) obtained by the micro-macro decomposition as (AP ), to the standard explicit scheme (36) as (E), to scheme (37) for the diffusion model as (D).
Homogeneous case
Here, in order to test our velocity discretization, we consider the space homogeneous Kac collision operator that reads: analytical expression ( see Bobylev-Krook-Wu ( [4] , [18] ) ):
First we test our velocity discretization (31)-(32) with the standard explicite scheme (E) which reads:
In figure 1 , we compare the numerical and exact solutions at time t = 0.2 for different values of ε: ε = 1, 0.3 and 0.03. The agreement is excellent, but the case ε = 0.03 requires at least 240 velocities and 40 angles! With a coarser grid, the numerical solution can be not so accurate. The need for a very fine grid is a well known consequence of the nonconservative approximation we used: due to thhe CFL constraint on the time step, the number of iterations is larger for smaller ε, which amplifies the conervation errors. Then we test the same velocity discretization with scheme (AP), which reads in the homogenous case:
In figure 2 , we plot the distribution function (reconstructed as f n = M n + εg n ), for the same time and values of ǫ as for the explicit scheme (E). Here, a very good agreement is observed for a slightly coarser grid: 100 velocities and 30 angles. This is due to two facts. First, the number of iterations to reach t = 0.2 is independant of ε, so is the amplification of the errors. Second, in some sense, the conservation properties of Q are already taken into account by the micro-macro formulation. In toher words, the moments U are constant, and the conservation errors on f are only due to the deviation part g, which is small for small ε.
Sod problem
In this section, we consider the classical Sod problem with the initial data for the density and temperature
The distribution function is initialized with the Maxwellian states corresponding to this data. The space domain [0, 2] is discretized using 200 grid points, and the velocity domain [−1.5, 1.5] is discretized with 100 points.
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First, we analyze with the behavior of scheme (AP ) in different regimes (ε n = 2 −n , n = 1, 2, · · · ). We plot at time t = 0.05 in figure 3 the distribution function f at x = 1 as a function of the velocity v ∈ [−1.5, 1.5]. Then, we observe that its profile converges towards a centered Maxwellian. Now, for the same values of ε we plot at time t = 0.05, in figure 4) - (5) the mass density, the energy, the temperature and the kinetic mean velocity obtained with scheme (AP ). Except for the mean velocity, in each figure the corresponding profile obtained by scheme (D) for diffusion limit is also plotted. These figures shows that scheme (AP ) converges when ε → 0 to the correct diffusion limit. Indeed, it gives in the diffusion regime ε 26 = 1.49 × 10 −8 the same profiles of mass density, energy and temperature as the standard scheme (D). Accordingly, we observe that the mean velocity u = vf tends to zero in the diffusion regime.
Finally, in order to show that the scheme (AP ) is also consistent in the kinetic regime with the Kac equation, we compare it to the explicit scheme (E) for ε = 1 at time t = 0.05. In figure 6 , as expected, we can observe a very good agreement between the two schemes.
Conclusion
In this paper, we first used a micro-macro decomposition to transform the non-homogeneous Kac equation into an equivalent system coulping a kinetic part with a macroscopic one. Then a discretization of this system leads to a numerical scheme which is uniformly stable with respect to the Knudsen number. This scheme converges to a consistent discretization of the corresponding diffusion limit model when the Knudsen number tends to 0 and keeps a very good agreement with a standard scheme in the kinetic regime.
While our strategy has already been applied and validated on the BGK model in [3] , the present work work shows that it is also efficient for the Kac collisional operator, which has a similar quadratic structure as the Boltzmann operator. This has been confirmed by formal analysis and numerical tests.
A next step will be the application of our approach to the real Boltzmann equation of rarfied gas dynamics. Conceptually, similar AP schemes can of course be written for the the Boltzmann equation , but the numerical implementation would require suitably accurate velocity discretizations of the collision operator, as well as efficient linear solvers to compute the non-equilibrium part.
then f satisfies (8) . By construction, the initial condition is necessarily satisfied. Note also that the couple (U, g) satisfies U(t) = mf (t) and mg(t) = 0 for every t.
B Simplification of the collision integral
Here, we give a proof of proposition 4. 
Let consider the decomposition of the following integral with respect to θ as:
where (v ′ , v ′ * ) is given by (3) . By applying the variable change θ ↔ 2π − θ to the integral over [π, 2π[ in the right hand side of (46), we obtain
thanks to the variable change θ ↔ π − θ. Now, decomposing integral (48) and using the variable change θ ↔ π 2 − θ, we the obtain
Finally, we get the folowing expression where the function g(v, v * , θ) is given by
By reporting expression (50)-(51) in (2), we have
We note that the function v * → g(v, v * , θ) is even, and thanks to the variable change v * ↔ −v * , we obtain the final new formulation of the Kac operator given by 
